Indicators
VOLTAGE INDICATOR
VI-13700G

Retractable
Shrouds

PHASE ROTATION
INDICATOR
PC-15250

Fused Probe

GS38
BS EN 61010

GS38
BS EN 61010
Instant, clear indication shows if a circuit is live, its voltage
range and whether AC or DC.
Tough, moulded construction and long life neons, combined
with heavy duty, double insulated cable, large finger guard and
a retractable, lockable prod sheath makes this the safest, most
durable and reliable instrument of its type. The neons strike
progressively to indicate the voltage range present, for both
DC and ACrms.
Easy to use and HRC fuse protected, the Voltage indicator
range of 50-600V is approved by the Electricity Council,
recommendation G9/6. Leads and probes comply with M15/4
and HSE Guidance Note GS38 and BS EN 61010. Fused
probe 50-600V AC/DC.
IMPORTANT: Voltage Indicators should always be tested
with a proving unit or known live source before and after
use.
Specification
Voltage range:
Voltage indications:

0 - 600V max
0 - 50 - 100 - 200 - 400VACrms
0 - 75 - 150 - 240 - 560VDC

Operating temperature:

-20°C to 50°C

Overvoltage category:
Pollution degree:

Cat III/600V
2

A fast, effective method of identifying worn or unmarked
cables, and ensuring all 3-phase outlets and machinery are
wired correctly. The PC15250 will also quickly and simply
prove continuity of all three lines, or identify which are faulty as
well as showing the sequence of phase rotation.

The retractable GS38 probe shields give a choice between
long exposed tips for reaching inaccessible contacts and safer,
shorter lengths for increased safety. Supplied with one fused
crocodile clip and two fused prods with retractable shrouds this
unit is fully compliant with GS38 and BS EN 61010.
Specification
For use on systems from 100V to 600V phase to phase,
40Hz to 60Hz.
Operating temperature:

-20°C to 50°C

Overvoltage category:
Pollution degree:

Cat III/600V
2
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